Supply Chain

Create accurate demand forecasts to plan for all seasonality and build profits, while leaving a buffer to help meet unexpected demand.

Maximize profits, while leaving a buffer to help you meet unexpected demand.

Establish optimal inventory targets that enable you to manage high volume warehouse operations and integrate the business agility.

Smarter demand forecasting.

Optimize orders to respond more quickly to unexpected events.

Plan allocations in shortage situations, and perform response planning when the unexpected occurs.

Meet inventory targets while satisfying demands with full visibility and exception management.

Monitor, measure, and respond to your supply chain with predictability and responsiveness.

Create and maintain supply plans aligned with business goals as demand and supply change.

Maximize product strategy and launch plans through effective review.

Improve demand sensing and planning to achieve more timely and accurate short-term forecasts.

Improve transportation efficiency by holistically managing your warehouse and distribution processes.

Reduce costs and improve service with demand-driven material requirements planning.

Become more agile and responsive when operating across a volatile global network to service ever more demanding customers.

Take advantage of a cloud-based solution that combines capabilities for sales and operations planning.

Learn how HPE deployed SAP S/4HANA to realize their business agility.

Learn how they are using SAP IBP to realize their business agility.

Learn how HPE deployed SAP S/4HANA to manage transaction and workflow processes, and perform inventory optimization.

Learn more about SAP Integrated Business Planning.